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THE PROBLEM

IIn January of 2017, the Brish Red Cross declared that the UK’s Naonal Health Service (NHS) 

is facing a ‘humanitarian crisis’ in the wake of a funding deficit and rising demand. The NHS is 

almost enrely focused on acute care, unable to invest into preventave measures and hence 

caught up in an incredibly expensive cycle of ‘healthcare’. Prac oners are well aware that 

more care needs to take place in the community, rather than in the hospital, but discharging 

paents has become impossible due to deep Government funding cuts for social care and civil 

society organizaons.

THE THE STRATEGY

Mark Swi founded Wellbeing Enterprises CIC to support cizens to create community-based 

healthcare while allowing healthcare professionals to tap into those resources. To mainstream 

community-based healthcare soluons and social prescribing, Mark works on three levels: 

1. designing and delivering a community centred wellbeing methodology; 

2. leveraging evidence and research to influence and build consensus around the intervenon 

model; 

3. and la3. and lastly mainstreaming these pracces into the Naonal Healthcare System.

THE IMPACT

Mark Mark worked with New Economy, then a part of the University of Manchester, to carry out a 

comprehensive cost-benefit analysis which shows that over a 3-year period with £1.4 million 

worth of public sector investment Wellbeing Enterprise generated cost savings to the system 

approximately £12.7 million meaning that for every £1 invested in these community centred 

approaches, the NHS had £8.90 return to the system, including cost savings to health, produc-

vity and employability, and improved recovery me. 

To date, WE has scaled to five localies across the North-West of England, including Liverpool, 

and is working with dozens of Wellbeing Officers and hundreds of volunteers in GP pracces and 

several large hospitals. They connue to work with hundreds of partner agencies and have deliv-

ered several thousand social prescribing courses over the years. To date, close to 40,000 paents 

have benefited from social prescripons thanks to WE’s work.

SUSTAINABILITY

MarMark is running Wellbeing Enterprises as a Community Interest Company. He generates reve-

nues with his work being commissioned by local authories, the Naonal Health Service and 

private companies.

WELLBEING ENTERPRISES WE, UK
Creang a social movement for health that mobilizes and empowers 
communies to take control over their own health and wellbeing
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